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Abstract—In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study on the co-salient object detection (CoSOD) problem for images. CoSOD is
an emerging and rapidly growing extension of salient object detection (SOD), which aims to detect the co-occurring salient objects in a
group of images. However, existing CoSOD datasets often have a serious data bias, assuming that each group of images contains salient
objects of similar visual appearances. This bias can lead to the ideal settings and effectiveness of models trained on existing datasets,
being impaired in real-life situations, where similarities are usually semantic or conceptual. To tackle this issue, we first introduce a new
benchmark, called CoSOD3k in the wild, which requires a large amount of semantic context, making it more challenging than existing
CoSOD datasets. Our CoSOD3k consists of 3,316 high-quality, elaborately selected images divided into 160 groups with hierarchical
annotations. The images span a wide range of categories, shapes, object sizes, and backgrounds. Second, we integrate the existing
SOD techniques to build a unified, trainable CoSOD framework, which is long overdue in this field. Specifically, we propose a novel
CoEG-Net that augments our prior model EGNet with a co-attention projection strategy to enable fast common information learning.
CoEG-Net fully leverages previous large-scale SOD datasets and significantly improves the model scalability and stability. Third, we
comprehensively summarize 34 cutting-edge algorithms, benchmarking 16 of them over three challenging CoSOD datasets (iCoSeg,
CoSal2015, and our CoSOD3k), and reporting more detailed (i.e., group-level) performance analysis. Finally, we discuss the challenges
and future works of CoSOD. We hope that our study will give a strong boost to growth in the CoSOD community. The benchmark toolbox
and results are available on our project page at https://dpfan.net/CoSOD3K.
Index Terms—Co-saliency Detection, Co-attention Projection, CoSOD Dataset, Benchmark.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
SALIENT object detection (SOD) in color images [2]–[5],RGB-D images [6]–[10], and videos [11]–[13] has been an
active field of research in the computer vision community
over the past [14]–[19]. SOD mimics the human vision
system to detect the most attention-grabbing object(s) in
a single image, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). As a extension of
this, co-salient object detection (CoSOD) emerged recently to
employ a set of images. The goal of CoSOD is to extract the
salient object(s) that are common within a single image (e.g.,
red-clothed football players in Fig. 1 (b)) or across multiple
images (e.g., the blue-clothed gymnast in Fig. 1 (c)). Two im-
portant characteristics of co-salient objects are local saliency
and global similarity. Due to its useful potential, CoSOD
has been attracting growing attention in many applications,
including collection-aware crops [20], co-segmentation [21],
[22], weakly supervised learning [23], image retrieval [24],
[25], and video foreground detection [26].
As such, the CoSOD task has been rapidly growing
in recent few years [17], [31], with hundreds of related
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publications since 20101. Most CoSOD datasets tend to focus
on the appearance-similarity between objects to identify the
co-salient object across multiple images. However, this leads
to data selection bias [2], [32] and is not always appropriate,
since, in real-world applications, the salient objects in a
group of images often vary in terms of texture, scene, and
background (see our CoSOD3k dataset in Fig. 1 (d)), even if
they belong to the same category. In addition to the data
selection bias, CoSOD methods also suffer from two main
limitations:
(A) Completeness.  (Mean Absolute Error) [33] and F-
measure [34] are two widely used metrics in CoSOD/SOD
model evaluation. As discussed in [35], these metrics have
their inherent limitations. To provide thorough and reliable
conclusions, we need introduce more accurate metrics e.g.,
structural based evaluation metric or perceptual based eval-
uation metric.
(B) Fairness. To evaluate the F-measure, the first step
is to binarize a saliency map into a set of foreground
maps using different threshold values. There are many
binarization strategies [36], such as adaptive threshold, fixed
threshold and so on. However, different strategies will result
in different F-measure performances. Further, few previous
works provide details on their binarization strategy, leading
to inconsistent F-measures for different researchers.
To address the aforementioned limitations, we argue that
integrating various publicly available CoSOD algorithms,
datasets, and metrics, and then providing a complete, uni-
fied benchmark, is highly desired. As such, we make four
distinct contributions in this work:
1. Some representative works can be found on https://hzfu.github.
io/proj cosal review.html.
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Fig. 1. Different salient object detection (SOD) tasks. (a) Traditional SOD [27]. (b) Within-image co-salient object detection (CoSOD) [28], where
common salient objects are detected from a single image. (c) Existing CoSOD, where salient objects are detected across a pair [29] or a group [30]
of images with similar appearances. (d) The proposed CoSOD in the wild, which requires a large amount of semantic context, making it more
challenging than existing CoSOD.
• First, we construct a challenging CoSOD3k dataset,
with more realistic settings. Our CoSOD3k2 is the
largest CoSOD dataset to date, with two aspects: 1) it
contains 13 super-classes, 160 groups, and 3,316 images
in total, where each super-class is carefully selected
to cover diverse scenes; e.g., Vehicle, Food, Tool, etc.;
2) each image is accompanied by hierarchical annota-
tions, including category, bounding box, object, and in-
stance, which could greatly benefit various vision tasks
(e.g., object proposal, co-location, co-segmentation, co-
instance detection, etc.), as shown in Fig. 2.
• Second, we present the first large-scale co-salient
object detection study, reviewing 34 state-of-the-
art (SOTA) models, and evaluating 16 of them on
three challenging, large-scale CoSOD datasets (iCoSeg,
CoSal2015, and the proposed CoSOD3k). A convenient
benchmark toolbox is also provided to integrate various
publicly available CoSOD datasets and multiple met-
rics for better performance evaluation. The benchmark
toolbox and results have been made publicly available
at https://dpfan.net/CoSOD3K/.
• Third, we propose a simple but effective CoEG-
Net baseline for CoSOD, which uniformly and si-
multaneously embeds the appearance and semantic
features through a co-attention projection and a basic
SOD network. Comprehensive benchmarking results
show that CoEG-Net outperforms the 16 SOTA mod-
els. Moreover, it also yields competitive visual results,
making it an efficient solution for the CoSOD task.
• Finally, we make several interesting observations, dis-
cuss the important issues arising from the benchmark
results, and suggest some future directions. Our study
serves as a potential catalyst for promoting large-scale
model comparison for future CoSOD research.
2. Collecting the CoSOD dataset is more difficult than the SOD
dataset, that is why the previous largest CoSOD dataset, i.e., [37], in
the past 15 years has only 2K images. Even for our 3K dataset, we have
spent 1 year to collect such high-quality dataset. Moreover, we also pay
more attention to provide high-quality hierarchical annotations (e.g.,
image-level and object-/instance-level) to promote related vision tasks
rather than the size of the dataset.
TABLE 1
Statistics of existing CoSOD datasets and the proposed CoSOD3k,
showing that CoSOD3k provides higher-quality and much richer
annotations. #Gp: number of image groups. #Img: number of
images. #Avg: average number of images per group. IL: whether or
not instance-level annotations are provided. Ceg: whether or not
category labels are provided for each group. BBx: whether or not
bounding box labels are provided for each image. HQ: high-quality
annotation.
Dataset Year #Gp #Img #Avg IL Ceg BBx HQ Input
MSRC [30] 2005 8 240 30 Group images
iCoSeg [38] 2010 38 643 17 X Group images
Image Pair [29] 2011 105 210 2 X∗ Two images
CoSal2015 [37] 2015 50 2,015 40 X∗ X Group images
WICOS [28] 2018 364 364 1 X Single image
CoSOD3k 2020 160 3,316 21 X X X X Group images
* denotes coarse category rather than explicitly accurate category.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 CoSOD Datasets
Currently, only a few CoSOD datasets have been pro-
posed [25], [28]–[30], [37], [38], as shown in Table 1.
MSRC [30] and Image Pair [29] are two of the earliest ones.
MSRC was designed for recognizing object classes from
images and has spurred many interesting ideas over the
past several years. This dataset includes 8 image groups
and 240 images in total, with manually annotated pixel-level
ground-truth data. Image Pair, introduced by Li et al. [29],
was specifically designed for image pairs and contains 210
images (105 groups) in total. The iCoSeg [38] dataset was
released in 2010. It is a relatively larger dataset consisting
of 38 categories with 643 images in total. Each image group
in this dataset contains 4 to 42 images, rather than only 2
images like in the Image Pair dataset. The THUR15K [25]
and CoSal2015 [37] are two large-scale publicly available
datasets, with CoSal2015 widely used for assessing CoSOD
algorithms. Different from the above-mentioned datasets,
the WICOS [28] dataset aims to detect co-salient objects from
a single image, where each image can be viewed as one
group.
Although the aforementioned datasets have advanced
the CoSOD task to various degrees, they are severely limited
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TABLE 2
Summary of 34 classic and cutting-edge CoSOD approaches. Training set: PV = PASCAL VOC07 [39]. CR = Coseg-Rep [40]. DO =
DUT-OMRON [41]. COS = COCO-subset. Main Component: IMC = Intra-Image Contrast. IGS: Intra-Group Separability. IGC: Intra-Group
Consistency. SPL: Self-Paced Learning. CH: Color Histogram. GMR: Graph-based Manifold Ranking. CAE: Convolutional Auto Encoder. HSR:
High-spatial Resolution. FSM: five saliency models including CBCS [26], RC [42], DCL [15], RFCN [43], DWSI [28]. SL. = Supervision Level. W =
Weakly-supervised. S = Supervised. U = Unsupervised. Sp.: Whether or not superpixel techniques are used. Po.: Whether or not proposal
algorithms are utilized. Ed.: Whether or not edge features are explicitly used. Post.: Whether or not post-processing methods, such as, CRF [44],
GraphCut (GCut), or adaptive/constant threshold (THR), are introduced. ‡ denotes deep models. More details about these models can be found in
recent survey papers [1], [17], [31].
# Model Pub. Year #Training Training Set Main Component SL. Sp. Po. Ed. Post.
1 WPL [20] UIST 2010 Morphological, Translational Alignment U
2 PCSD [45] ICIP 2010 120,000 8*8 image patch Sparse Feature [46], Filter Bank W
3 IPCS [29] TIP 2011 Ncut, Co-multilayer Graph U X
4 CBCS [26] TIP 2013 Contrast/Spatial/Corresponding Cue U
5 MI [47] TMM 2013 Feature/Images Pyramid, Multi-scale Voting U X GCut
6 CSHS [48] SPL 2013 Hierarchical Segmentation, Contour Map [49] U X
7 ESMG [50] SPL 2014 Efficient Manifold Ranking [51], OTSU [52] U
8 BR [53] MM 2014 Common/Center Cue, Global Correspondence U X
9 SACS [54] TIP 2014 Self-adaptive Weight, Low Rank Matrix U X
10 DIM‡ [55] TNNLS 2015 1,000 + 9,963 ASD [34] + PV SDAE Model [55], Contrast/Object Prior S X
11 CODW‡ [56] IJCV 2016 ImageNet [57] pre-train SermaNet [58], RBM [59], IMC, IGS, IGC W X X
12 SP-MIL‡ [60] TPAMI 2017 (240+643)*10% MSRC-V1 [30] + iCoSeg [38] SPL [61], SVM, GIST [62], CNNs [63] W X
13 GD‡ [64] IJCAI 2017 9,213 MSCOCO [65] VGGNet16 [66], Group-wise Feature S
14 MVSRCC‡ [67] TIP 2017 LBP, SIFT [68], CH, Bipartite Graph X X
15 UMLF [69] TCSVT 2017 (240 + 2015)*50% MSRC-V1 [30] + CoSal2015 [56] SVM, GMR [41], Metric Learning S X
16 DML‡ [70] BMVC 2018
10,000 +
6,232 + 5,168
M10K [42] + THUR15K [25] + DO CAE, HSR, Multistage S
17 DWSI [28] AAAI 2018 EdgeBox [71], Low-rank Matrix, CH S X
18 GONet‡ [72] ECCV 2018 ImageNet [57] pre-train ResNet-50 [73], Graphical Optimization W X CRF
19 COC‡ [74] IJCAI 2018 ImageNet [57] pre-train ResNet-50 [73], Co-attention Loss W X CRF
20 FASS‡ [75] MM 2018 ImageNet [57] pre-train DHS [76]/VGGNet, Graph Optimization W X
21 PJO [77] TIP 2018 Energy Minimization, BoWs U X
22 SPIG‡ [78] TIP 2018
10,000+210
+2015+240
M10K [42]+IPCS [29] +
CoSal2015 [56] + MSRC-V1 [30]
DeepLab, Graph Representation S X
23 QGF [79] TMM 2018 ImageNet [57] pre-train Dense Correspondence, Quality Measure S X THR
24 EHL‡ [80] NC 2019 643 iCoSeg [38] GoogLeNet [81], FSM S X
25 IML‡ [82] NC 2019 3624 CoSal2015 [56] + PV + CR VGGNet16 [66] S X
26 DGFC‡ [83] TIP 2019 >200,000 MSCOCO [65] VGGNet16 [66], Group-wise Feature S X
27 RCANet‡ [84] IJCAI 2019 >200,000
MSCOCO [65] + COS + iCoSeg [38]
+ CoSal2015 [56] + MSRC [30]
VGGNet16 [66], Recurrent Units S THR
28 GS‡ [85] AAAI 2019 200,000 COCO-SEG [85] VGGNet19 [66], Co-category Classification S
29 MGCNet‡ [86] ICME 2019 Graph Convolutional Networks [87] S X
30 MGLCN‡ [88] MM 2019 N/A N/A VGGNet16, PiCANet [89], Inter-/Intra-graph S X
31 HC‡ [90] MM 2019 N/A N/A VAE-Net [91], Hierarchical Consistency S X X CRF
32 CSMG‡ [92] CVPR 2019 25,00 MB [93] VGGNet16 [66], Shared Superpixel Feature S X
33 DeepCO3‡ [94] CVPR 2019 10,000 M10K [42] SVFSal [95] / VGGNet [66], Co-peak Search W X
34 GWD‡ [96] ICCV 2019 >200,000 MSCOCO [65] VGGNet19 [66], RNN, Group-wise Loss S THR
35 CoEG-Net‡ (Ours) 2020 10,553 DUTS [27] VGGNet16 [66], Co-attention Projection S X CRF
in variety, with only dozens of groups. On such small-
scale datasets, the scalability of methods cannot be fully
evaluated. Moreover, these datasets only provide object-
level labels. None of them provide rich annotations such
as bounding boxes, instances, etc., which are important for
progressing many vision tasks and multi-task modeling.
Especially in the current deep learning era, where models
are often data-hungry. In this work, thus, we will focus
on the two relatively large-scale datasets (i.e., iCoSeg [38]
and CoSal2015 [37]) together with the proposed challenging
dataset to provide more in-depth analysis.
2.2 CoSOD Methods.
Previous CoSOD studies [29], [54], [69], [77] have found that
the inter-image correspondence can be effectively modeled
by segmenting the input image into several computational
units (e.g., superpixel regions [97], or pixel clusters [26]).
A similar observation can be found in recent reviews [17],
[31]. In these approaches, heuristic characteristics (e.g., con-
tour [48], color, luminance) are extracted from images, and
the high-level features are captured to express the semantic
attributes in different ways, such as through metric learn-
ing [69] or self-adaptive weighting [54]. Several studies have
also investigated how to capture inter-image constraints
through various computational mechanisms, such as trans-
lational alignment [20], efficient manifold ranking [50], and
global correspondence [53]. Some methods (e.g., PCSD [45],
which only uses a filter bank technique) do not even need
to perform the correspondence matching between the two
input images, and are able to achieve CoSOD before the co-
attention occurs.
Recently, deep learning based CoSOD models have
achieved good performance by learning co-salient object
representations jointly. For instance, Zhang et al. [55] in-
troduced a domain adaption model to transfer prior knowl-
edge for CoSOD. Wei et al. [64] used a group input and
output to discover the collaborative and interactive rela-
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Fig. 2. Sample images from our CoSOD3k dataset. It has rich annotations, i.e., image-level categories (top), bounding boxes, object-level masks,
and instance-level masks. Our CoSOD3k will provide a solid foundation for the CoSOD task and can benefit a wide range of related fields, e.g.,
co-segmentation, weakly supervised localization.
tionships between group-wise and single-image feature rep-
resentations, in a collaborative learning framework. Along
another line, the MVSRCC [67] model employs typical fea-
tures, such as SIFT, LBP, and color histograms, as multi-
view features. In addition, several other methods [74], [78],
[80], [83], [85], [92], [94] are based on more powerful CNN
models (e.g., ResNet [73], Res2Net [98], GoogLeNet [81],
and VGGNet [66]), achieving SOTA performances. These
deep models generally achieve better performance through
either weakly-supervised (e.g., CODW [56], SP-MIL [60],
GONet [72], and FASS [75]) or fully supervised learning
(e.g., DIM [55] and GD [64], and DML [70]). A summary
of the existing CoSOD models is provided in Table 2.
3 COSOD3K DATASET
3.1 Image Collection
We build a high-quality dataset, CoSOD3k, images of which
are collected from the large-scale object recognition dataset
ILSVRC [99]. There are several benefits of using ILSVRC
to generate our dataset. First, ILSVRC is gathered from
Flickr using scene-level queries and thus it includes vari-
ous object categories, diverse realistic-scenes, and different
object appearances, and covers a large span of the major
challenges in CoSOD, providing us a solid basis for building
a representative benchmark dataset for CoSOD. More im-
portantly, though, the accompanying axis-aligned bounding
boxes for each target object category allow us to identify
unambiguous instance-level annotations.
3.2 Hierarchical Annotation
Similar to [100], [101], the data annotation is performed in a
hierarchical (coarse to fine) manner (see Fig. 2).
• Category Labeling. We establish a hierarchical (three-
level) taxonomic system for the CoSOD3k dataset. 160 com-
mon categories (see Fig. 3) are selected to generate sub-
classes (e.g., Ant, Fig, Violin, Train, etc.), which are consistent
with the original categories in ILSVRC. Then, an upper-level
class (middle-level) is assigned for each sub-class. Finally, we
TABLE 3
Statistics for size and number of instances/objects in existing datasets.
’-’ indicates that the dataset only contains object-level annotations, so,
the number of instances is only one.
Instance/Object Size. # Instances
large (>30%) middle small (<5%) 1 2 ≥ 3
MSRC∗ [30] 123 109 1 233 - -
iCoSeg [38] 171 385 87 643 - -
Image Pair [29] 60 147 3 105 - -
CoSal2015 [37] 616 1161 238 2,015 - -
WICOS [28] 83 270 11 364 - -
CoSOD3k 439 3173 1303 2371 644 334
* We discarded the penguin sequence in MSRC dataset due to the
annotation is wrong.
integrate the upper-level classes into 13 super-classes. The
taxonomic structure of our CoSOD3k is given in Fig. 4.
• Bounding Box Labeling. The second level of annotation
is bounding box labeling, which is widely used in object de-
tection and localization. Although the ILSVRC dataset pro-
vides bounding box annotations, the labeled objects are not
necessarily salient. Following many famous SOD datasets
[27], [34], [42], [93], [102]–[108], we ask three viewers to re-
draw the bounding boxes around the object(s) in each image
that dominate their attention. Then, we merge the bounding
boxes labeled by the three viewers and have two additional
senior researchers in the CoSOD field double-check the
annotations. After that, as done in [109], we discard the
images that contain more than six objects. Finally, we collect
3,316 images within 160 categories. Examples can be found
in Fig. 2.
•Object-/Instance-level Annotation. High-quality pixel-
level masks are necessary for CoSOD datasets. We hire
twenty professional annotators and train them with 100
image examples. They are then instructed to annotate the
images with object- and instance-level labels according to
the previous bounding boxes. The average annotation time
per image is about 8 and 15 minutes for object-level and
instance-level labeling, respectively. Moreover, we also have
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE 5
Fig. 3. Number of images in the 160 sup-classes of our dataset. Best viewed on screen and zoomed-in for details.
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Fig. 4. Taxonomic structure of our dataset, which contains 13 super-
classes with 160 sub-classes.
three volunteers cross-check the whole process (more than
three-fold), to ensure high-quality annotation (see Fig. 5).
In this way, we obtain an accurate and challenging dataset
with a total of 3,316 object-level and 4,915 instance-level
annotations. Note that our final bounding box labels are
refined further based on the instance-level annotations to
tighten the target.
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Fig. 5. Some passed and rejected cases (e.g., occlusion, precision) in
our CoSOD3k.
3.3 Dataset Features and Statistics
To provide deeper insight into our CoSOD3k, we present
several important characteristics below.
•Mixture-specific Category Masks. Fig. 7 shows the av-
erage ground-truth masks for individual categories and the
overall dataset. As can be observed, some categories with
unique shapes (e.g., airplane, zebra, and bicycle) present
shape-biased maps, while categories with non-rigid or con-
vex shapes (e.g., goldfish, bird, and bus) do not have clear
shape-bias. The overall dataset mask (the right of Fig. 7)
tends to appear as a center-biased map without shape bias.
As is well-known, humans are usually inclined to pay more
attention to the center of a scene when taking a photo.
Thus, it is easy for a SOD model to achieve a high score
when employing a Gaussian function in its algorithm. Due
to the limitation of space, we present all 160 mixture-specific
category masks in the supplementary materials.
• Sufficient Object Diversity. As shown in Table 6 (2nd
row) and Fig. 3, our CoSOD3k covers a large variety of
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE 6
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Fig. 6. Pipeline of the proposed architecture which contains two separate branches. For a group of images {In}Nn=1 as inputs, in the top branch,
the extracted high-level image features are fed into the co-attention projection module to produce a co-attention map An for each input image In.
In the bottom branch, each image In is sent into the edge-guided saliency detection network (EGNet) [110] to generate the saliency prior map Sn.
Finally, An and Sn are simply integrated using element-wise multiply to produce the optimized outputs An ⊗ Sn. See Section 4 for details.
Goldfish
Zebra BicycleAirplane
Bird
CoSOD3k
Bus
Fig. 7. Visualization of overlap masks for mixture-specific category and
overall dataset masks of our CoSOD3k.
super-classes including Vegetables, Food, Fruit, Tool, Neces-
sary, Traffic, Cosmetic, Ball, Instrument, Kitchenware, Animal,
and Others, enabling a comprehensive understanding of
real-world scenes.
• Size of Instances. The instance size is defined as the
ratio of foreground instance pixels to the total image pixels.
Table 3 summarizes the instance sizes in our CoSOD3k.
The distributions of instance sizes are 0.02%∼ 86.5% (avg.:
13.8%), yielding a broad range.
• Number of Instances. Being able to parse objects into
instances is critical for humans to understand, categorize,
and interact with the world. To enable learning methods
to gain instance-level understanding, annotations with in-
stance labels are in high demand. With this in mind, in
contrast to existing CoSOD datasets, our CoSOD3k contains
the multi-instance scenes with instance-level annotations.
As reported in Table 3, the number of instances (1, 2, ≥3)
is subject to a ratio of 7:2:1.
4 PROPOSED METHOD
In this work, we also propose a simple but effective CoEG-
Net baseline for CoSOD, which extend state-of-the-art SOD
model EGNet [110] by introducing co-attention information
in an unsupervised manner.
4.1 Method Formulation
For a group ofN associated images {In}Nn=1, the co-saliency
detection task aims at segmenting out the common attentive
foreground objects and generating optimized co-saliency
maps, which indicate common salient objects among the
input images. To predict the co-saliency masks, we present a
two-branch detection framework to respectively capture the
concurrent dependencies and salient foregrounds in a mul-
tiply independent fashion. Fig. 6 illustrates the framework
of the proposed method, which independently outputs co-
attention maps {An}Nn=1 in the top branch and saliency
prior maps {Sn}Nn=1 in the bottom branch. The co-attention
map An and saliency prior map Sn are then integrated
via element-wise multiply to produce the final co-saliency
prediction An ⊗ Sn.
To obtain the saliency prior map Sn for an input image
In, we simply use the edge guided salient object detection
method EGNet [110] to collect multi-scale saliency priors.
The EGNet is trained on large scale single image SOD
dataset DUTS [27], which helps to identify the salient object
regions in images without cross image information. The real
challenge then becomes how to discover co-attention map
An in an unsupervised manner, which we present in the
next subsection.
4.2 Co-attention Projection for Co-saliency Learning
The design of co-attention learning is motivated by the class
activation mapping (CAM) technique proposed by Zhou
et al. [111]. Given an input image In, the corresponding
feature activations Xn in the last convolution layer can
be easily obtained using a standard classification network
(e.g. VGGNet [66]). See Table 4 for more details.
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Projection onto PC1 Principle component
……
Original feature
Fig. 8. Illustration of our co-attention projection operation. Given the original feature representation which covers common objects (circle), noisy
foregrounds (triangle) and background clutter (square), the co-attention projection identifies the principle components of common objects, helping
to preserve the common objects while removing interference. By adopting our co-attention projection operation, we finally project the principle
component and obtain the new feature representation. Please refer to Section 4.2 for more details.
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Fig. 9. Visualization of the common activation maps (second and third
row), using largest and second eigenvalue, and their corresponding
co-attention map An (fourth row) selected from the ‘banana’ group of
CoSal2015 [37].
Utilizing images with only keywords labeling, the CAM
technique aims at producing a class specific attention map
Mnc for each class c using the feature maps {Xnk}:
Mnc =
K∑
k=1
ωckX
n
k , (1)
where the weights ωc could be trained using keyword level
weak supervision [111]. Notice that each spatial element
of the class activation map Mnc can be independently esti-
mated using the weights ωc and the channel-wise descriptor
in Xn at spatial location (i, j) as
Mnc (i, j) = (ω
c)> · xn(i, j). (2)
Thus the CAM [111] technique essentially plays a linear
transformation that transforms the image features xn(i, j)
into class specific activation scores Mnc (i, j) using the
learned class specific weights ωc.
Unfortunately, in the co-saliency detection problem set-
tings, the keywords level supervision is not available. Thus,
we have to discover the weighting ω for the common
objects in an unsupervised fashion, by revealing the internal
structure of the image features. Ideally, the unknown com-
mon object category among a group of associated images
{In}Nn=1 should corresponds to a linear projection that re-
sults in high class activation scores in the common object
TABLE 4
Table of symbols, their dimensions, indices, and meaning.
Symbol Dimensions Indices Meaning
An H ×W (i, j) co-attention map of In
Sn H ×W (i, j) saliency prior map of In
Xn H ×W ×K (i, j, k) activations of the last conv layer
Xnk H ×W (i, j) feature map of a channel in Xn
H 1× 1 scalar spatial height
W 1× 1 scalar spatial width
K 1× 1 scalar number of feature channels
xn(i, j) K × 1 k descriptor of Xn at location (i, j)
Mnc H ×W (i, j) attention map for class c
ωc K × 1 k channel-wise weights for class c
x¯ K × 1 k average value of all xn(i, j)
xˆn(i, j) K × 1 k xˆn(i, j) = xn(i, j)− x¯ with zero mean
Cov(xˆ) K ×K - covariance matrix for {xˆn(i, j)}
ξ∗ K × 1 k first eigenvector of Cov(xˆ)
regions, while having low class activation scores in other
image regions. From another point of view, the common ob-
ject category should correspond to the linear transformation
that generates the highest variance (most informative) in
the resulting class activation maps. Follow the idea in coarse
localization task [112], we achieve this gold by exploring the
classical principle component analysis (PCA) method [113],
which is the simplest way of revealing the internal structure
of the data in a way that best explains the variance in the
data.
Specifically, given the associated images {In}Nn=1, with
corresponding feature activations Xn for each image In,
we aims at finding the linear transformation of Xn that
results in the co-attention maps {An} with the high-
est variance. This can be achieved by analyzing the co-
variance matrix of the feature descriptors {xn(i, j)}. Let
x¯ = 1Z
∑
n
∑
i,j x
n(i, j), where Z = N × H × W . We
have the zero mean version of the descriptors as xˆn(i, j) =
xn(i, j)− x¯. The covariance matrix can be denoted as
Cov(xˆ) =
1
Z
∑
n
∑
i,j
(xˆn(i, j)− x¯)(xˆn(i, j)− x¯)T . (3)
Then the expected linear projection can be established by
using the eigenvector ξ∗, that corresponds to the largest
eigenvalue of Cov(xˆ). Thus, the co-attention projection can
be designed as a projection that presents the features in its
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TABLE 5
Benchmarking results of 16 leading CoSOD approaches on two classical [37], [38], and our CoSOD3k. The symbol “◦” means that the code or
results are not available. Note that the UMLF adopts half of the images from both MSRC and CoSal2015 to train their model. Underline indicates
the scores generated by models (e.g., SP-MIL and UMLF) that have been trained on corresponding dataset. See Table 2 for more training details.
Metric CBCS ESMG RFPR CSHS SACS CODR UMLF DIM CODW MIL IML GONet SP-MIL CSMG CPD EGNet CoEG-Net
[26] [50] [114] [48] [54] [115] [69] [55]‡ [56]‡ [61]‡ [82]‡ [72]‡ [60]‡ [92]‡ [116]‡ [110]‡ Ours‡
iC
oS
eg
Eφ ↑ .797 .784 .841 .841 .817 .889 .827 .864 .832 .799 .895 .864 .843 .889 .900 .911 .912
Sα ↑ .658 .728 .744 .750 .752 .815 .703 .758 .750 .727 .832 .820 .771 .821 .861 .875 .875
Fβ ↑ .705 .685 .771 .765 .770 .823 .761 .797 .782 .741 .846 .832 .794 .850 .855 .875 .876
 ↓ .172 .157 .170 .179 .154 .114 .226 .179 .184 .186 .104 .122 .174 .106 .057 .060 .060
C
oS
al
20
15 Eφ ↑ .656 .640 ◦ .685 .749 .749 .769 .695 .752 .720 - .805 ◦ .842 .841 .843 .882
Sα ↑ .544 .552 ◦ .592 .694 .689 .662 .592 .648 .673 - .751 ◦ .774 .814 .818 .836
Fβ ↑ .532 .476 ◦ .564 .650 .634 .690 .580 .667 .620 - .740 ◦ .784 .782 .786 .832
 ↓ .233 .247 ◦ .313 .194 .204 .271 .312 .274 .210 - .160 ◦ .130 .098 .099 .077
C
oS
O
D
3k Eφ ↑ .637 .635 ◦ .656 ◦ .700 .758 .662 ◦ ◦ .773 ◦ ◦ .804 .791 .793 .825
Sα ↑ .528 .532 ◦ .563 ◦ .630 .632 .559 ◦ ◦ .720 ◦ ◦ .711 .757 .762 .762
Fβ ↑ .466 .418 ◦ .484 ◦ .530 .639 .495 ◦ ◦ .652 ◦ ◦ .709 .699 .702 .736
 ↓ .228 .239 ◦ .309 ◦ .229 .285 .327 ◦ ◦ .164 ◦ ◦ .157 .120 .119 .092
most informative viewpoint
An(i, j) = ξ∗> · xˆn(i, j). (4)
Fig. 9 shows some visual templates of common activa-
tion maps (second and third row) resulting from Eq. 4. The
given images contains multiple objects of diverse categories
including banana, apple, bottle and pineapple, increasing
the difficulty of differentiate correct regions, while using the
largest eigenvalue of Cov(xˆ) (second row) can sufficiently
localize the common objects and mask them out (last row)
initially.
4.3 Implementation
The VGGNet16 network [66] after removing the top layer is
selected as our backbone for a fair comparison. The training
process is finished in 30 epochs and the learning rate is di-
vided by 10 after 15 epochs. For the edge-guided contextual
saliency network, the setting is the same with [110]. Similar
to the post-processing in [72], we utilize the DenseCRF [44]
and manifold ranking [117] to further refine co-attention
mapAn before integrating them with the saliency prior map
Sn. The examples are shown in the third row of Fig. 9.
5 BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental Settings
• Evaluation Metrics. To provide a comprehensive eval-
uation, four widely used metrics are employed for evalu-
ating CoSOD performance, including maximum F-measure
Fβ [34], mean absolute error (MAE)  [33], S-measure
Sα [118], and E-measure Eφ [119]. The complete evaluation
toolbox can be found at https://github.com/DengPingFan/
CoSODToolbox.
F-measure Fβ [34] evaluate the weighted harmonic
mean of precision and recall. The saliency maps have to be
binarized using different threshold, where each threshold
corresponds to a binary saliency prediction. The predicted
and ground-truth binary maps are compared to get pre-
cision and recall values. Fβ is typically chosen as the F-
measure score that corresponds to the best fixed threshold
for the whole dataset.
MAE  [33] is a much simple evaluation metric that di-
rectly measures the absolute difference between the ground-
truth value and the predicted value, without any binariza-
tion requirements. Both F-measure and MAE evaluate the
prediction in a pixel by pixel manner.
S-measure Sα [118] is designed to evaluate the structural
similarity between a saliency map and the correspond-
ing ground-truth. It can directly evaluate the continuous
saliency prediction without binarization and consider the
large scale structure similarity at the same time.
E-measure Eφ [119] is a perceptual metric that evaluates
both local and global similarity between the predicted map
and ground-truth simultaneously.
• Competitors. In the CoSOD experiments, we evalu-
ate/compare sixteen SOTA CoSOD models, including seven
traditional methods [26], [48], [50], [54], [69], [114], [115] and
nine deep learning models [55], [56], [60], [61], [72], [82], [92],
[110], [116]. The methods were chosen based on two criteria:
(1) representative, and (2) released code or results.
• Benchmark Protocols. We evaluate on two existing
CoSOD datasets, i.e., iCoSeg [38], and CoSal2015 [37], and our
CoSOD3k. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the largest-
scale and most comprehensive benchmark. For comparison,
we run the available codes directly, either under default
settings (e.g., CBCS [26], ESMG [50], RFPR [114], CSHS [48],
SACS [54], CODR [115], UMLF [69], DIM [55], CPD [116],
and EGNet [110]) or using the CoSOD maps provided by
the authors (e.g., IML [82], CODW [56], GONet [72], SP-
MIL [60], and CSMG [92]).
5.2 Quantitative Comparisons
5.2.1 Performance on iCoSeg.
The iCoSeg dataset [38] was originally designed for image
co-segmentation but is widely used for the CoSOD task.
Interestingly, as can be seen in Table 5, the two SOD models
(i.e., EGNet [110] and CPD [116]) achieve the state-of-the-
art performances. The CoSOD methods (e.g., CODR [115],
IML [82], and CSMG [92]) also obtain very close perfor-
mances to the top SOD models (i.e., EGNet [110] and
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Fig. 10. Examples of our CoSOD3k. We visualize segmentation examples for representative object categories from 13 super-classes.
TABLE 6
Per super-class average E-measure performance Eφ on our CoSOD3k. Vege. = Vegetables, Nece. = Necessary, Traf. = Traffic, Cosm.= Cosmetic,
Inst. = Instrument, Kitch. = Kitchenware, Elec. = Electronic, Anim. = Animal, Oth. = Others. “All” means the score on the whole dataset. We only
evaluate the 10 state-of-the-art models with released codes. Note that CPD and EGNet are the top-2 SOD models on the socbenchmark
(http://dpfan.net/socbenchmark).
Vege. Food Fruit Tool Nece. Traf. Cosm. Ball Inst. Kitch. Elec. Anim. Oth. All
#Sub-class 4 5 9 11 12 10 4 7 14 9 9 49 17 160
ESMG [50] .577 .635 .735 .625 .546 .673 .633 .559 .655 .631 .629 .687 .592 .635
CBCS [26] .680 .621 .739 .617 .603 .666 .664 .619 .627 .625 .640 .672 .594 .637
CSHS [48] .613 .591 .733 .677 .585 .691 .677 .563 .637 .651 .665 .715 .624 .656
CODR [115] .682 .682 .774 .679 .634 .756 .678 .580 .671 .686 .695 .771 .638 .700
DIM‡ [55] .622 .687 .773 .650 .604 .708 .633 .577 .665 .612 .641 .709 .623 .662
UMLF [69] .781 .777 .781 .694 .779 .836 .714 .668 .711 .763 .748 .810 .690 .758
IML‡ [82] .802 .725 .808 .740 .714 .867 .753 .653 .734 .795 .729 .855 .663 .773
CPD‡ [116] .805 .763 .818 .734 .758 .894 .763 .629 .638 .848 .784 .892 .693 .791
EGNet‡ [110] .833 .761 .815 .746 .767 .890 .769 .632 .654 .841 .771 .893 .697 .793
CSMG‡ [92] .755 .872 .854 .722 .744 .908 .766 .778 .690 .849 .840 .885 .690 .804
CoEG-Net (Ours)‡ .802 .842 .840 .811 .790 .897 .795 .780 .746 .844 .842 .881 .739 .825
CPD [116]). Our CoEG-Net obtains the best performance in
Eφ, Sα, and Fβ , but the results are very close to those of the
backbone, i.e., EGNet [110]. One possible reason is that the
iCoSeg dataset contains a lot of images with single objects,
which can easily be detected by SOD models. The co-salient
feature is not an importance role in iCoSeg dataset. This
also suggests that the iCoSeg dataset may not be suitable
for evaluating CoSOD methods in the deep learning era.
Some examples can be found in Fig. 11.
5.2.2 Performance on CoSal2015.
Table 5 shows the evaluation results on the CoSal2015
dataset [37]. One interesting observation is that the exist-
ing salient object detection methods, e.g., EGNet [110] and
CPD [116], obtain higher performances than most CoSOD
methods. This implies that some top-performing salient ob-
ject detection frameworks may be better-suited for extension
to CoSOD tasks. The CoSOD method CSMG [92] achieves
comparable performance in Eφ (0.842) and Fβ (0.784), but
worse scores in Sα (0.774) and  (0.130). This demonstrates
that existing CoSOD methods cannot solve the task well.
Our CoEG-Net obtains the best results, significantly outper-
forming both SOD and Co-SOD baselines.
5.2.3 Performance on CoSOD3k.
The overall results on our CoSOD3k are presented in Table 5.
As expect, our model still achieve the best performance.
To provide deeper insight into each group, we report the
performances of models on 13 super-classes in Table 6. We
observe that lower average scores are achieved on classes
such as Other (e.g., baby bed and pencil box), Instrument (e.g.,
piano, guitar, cello, etc.), Necessary (e.g., pitcher), Tool (e.g., axe,
nail, chain saw, etc.), and Ball (e.g., soccer, tennis, etc.), which
contain complex structures in real scenes. Note that almost
all of the deep-based models (e.g., EGNet [110], CPD [116],
IML [82], and CSMG [92]) perform better than the tra-
ditional approaches (CODR [115], CSHS [48], CBCS [26],
and ESMG [50]), demonstrating the potential advantages in
utilizing deep learning techniques to address the CoSOD
problem. Another interesting finding is that edge features
can help provide good boundaries for the results. For in-
stance, the best methods from both traditional (CSHS [48])
and deep learning models (e.g., EGNet [110]) introduce edge
information to aid detection. Finally, our method CoEG-
Net obtains the best performance on average, with an Eφ of
0.825 which is much higher than the second-best method,
i.e., CSMG [92] with 0.804. Moreover, the performances
(Table 5) of all methods are worse than on the other two
datasets (e.g., iCoSeg and CoSal2015), which clearly shows
that the proposed CoSOD3k dataset is challenging and
leaves abundant room for further research.
5.3 Qualitative Comparisons
Fig. 11 shows some qualitative examples on iCoSeg,
CoSal2015, and our CoSOD3k. As can be seen, the SOD
models, e.g., EGNet [110] and CPD [116], detect all salient
objects and obtain sharp boundaries, performing better than
other baselines. However, these SOD models ignore the
context information.
For example, the “banana” group in the CoSal2015
dataset contain several other irrelevant objects, e.g., oranges,
pineapples, and apples. The SOD models cannot distinguish
these as being irrelevant. Another similar situation also
occurs in the images in the dog group of our CoSOD3k,
where the humans (the third and fifth images) are detected
together with the dogs. On the other hand, the CoSOD
methods, e.g., CSMG [92] and DIM [55], can identify the
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Fig. 11. Qualitative examples of top-10 existing models evaluated on iCoSeg [38], CoSal2015 [37], and our CoSOD3k. Zoom-in for the best view.
common salient objects and remove the other objects (e.g.,
human). However, these CoSOD methods cannot produce
accurate predicted maps, especially around object bound-
aries. By contrast, our CoEG-Net preserves the advantages
of SOD and CoSOD methods, and obtains the best visual
results in all datasets.
5.4 Comparison with Baselines
Our baseline CoEG-Net consists of a co-attention projection
and a basic SOD model. In order to explore the efficiency
of the co-attention projection, we (1) adopt the same train-
ing dataset (i.e., DUTS [27]) and test datasets (i.e., iCoSeg,
CoSal2015, and CoSOD3k) for three SOTA SOD models (i.e.,
Amulet [16], PiCANet [89], and EGNet [110]); and (2) apply
the same co-attention projection strategy for these models,
as presented in Section 4, to conduct this experiment. Ta-
ble 7 shows the performances of three baselines in terms
of Eφ, Sα, Fβ , and  metrics. Based on the results, we
observe that: (i) On the relatively simple iCoSeg dataset,
our baselines (i.e., Ours-A/-P/-E) slightly improve upon
the backbone models (i.e., Amulet, PiCANet, and EGNet).
We note that because this dataset contains a large number
of single objects with similar appearances (Fig. 11) in each
group, only using a SOD model can achieve very high
performance. This conclusion is consistent with the analysis
in Section 5.2.1; (ii) On the classical CoSal2015 dataset, our
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TABLE 7
Ablative studies of our model on three benchmark datasets, where
Ours-A, Ours-P, Ours-E represent the co-salient results of Amulet,
PiCANet, EGNet on our baseline, respectively.
Datasets Metric Amulet Ours-A PiCANet Ours-P EGNet Ours-E
iC
oS
eg
Eφ ↑ .877 .878 .906 .907 .911 .912
Sα ↑ .828 .829 .869 .870 .875 .875
Fβ ↑ .829 .829 .854 .854 .875 .876
 ↓ .088 .087 .065 .064 .060 .060
C
oS
al
20
15 Eφ ↑ .772 .831 .859 .870 .843 .882
Sα ↑ .719 .744 .801 .825 .818 .836
Fβ ↑ .684 .758 .799 .818 .786 .832
 ↓ .147 .125 .090 .084 .099 .077
C
oS
O
D
3k Eφ ↑ .752 .803 .780 .819 .793 .825
Sα ↑ .685 .692 .750 .758 .762 .762
Fβ ↑ .629 .700 .682 .724 .702 .736
 ↓ .145 .122 .137 .095 .119 .092
baselines are consistently better than the backbones in terms
of all four metrics. It is worth noting that, for this more
complex dataset, we still obtain a 2.5%, 1.4%, and 1.8%
Sα score improvement; (iii) For the proposed and most
challenging dataset CoSOD3k, we find that the improve-
ment is still significant (e.g., 7.1% Fβ score for Amulet).
To further analyze the improvement, we also provide the
160 sub-class performances in the supplementary materials.
We observe that, for objects in the common super-class (i.e.,
‘Ball’) such as “rugby ball” and “soccer ball”, we achieve
23.5% and 23.9% Fβ improvements. We attribute this to the
co-attention projection operation being able to automatically
learn mutual-features, which are crucial for overcoming
challenging ambiguities.
5.5 Running Time
Our CoEG-Net is implemented in PyTorch and Caffe with
an RTX 2080Ti GPU for acceleration. For traditional algo-
rithms (CBCS [26], ESMG [50], CSHS [48], CODR [115],
and UMLF [69]), the comparison experiments are executed
on a laptop with Inter(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @3.4GHz.
The remaining deep learning models (DIM [55], CSMG [92],
CPD [116], and EGNet [110]) are tested on a workstation
with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700K CPU @3.70GHz and an
RTX 2080Ti GPU. As shown in Table 8, among the top-3
CoSOD models, i.e., the proposed CoEG-Net, CSMG [92],
and UMLF [69], evaluated in terms of Eφ measure on
the proposed CoSOD3k, our model achieves the fastest
inference time. In addition, compared with the top-2 fastest
CoSOD models (i.e., CBCS [26] and ESMG [92]), although
the proposed model has a longer test time, it obtains a
significantly improved Sα measure. This partially suggests
that our framework is not only efficient but also effective
for the CoSOD task. However, compared to two recently
released state-of-the-art models, CPD [116] and EGNet [110],
there is still large room for improvement in running time.
6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
From the evaluation, we observe that, in most cases, the
current SOD methods (e.g., EGNet [110] and CPD [116]) can
obtain very competitive or even better performances than
the CoSOD methods (e.g., CSMG [92] and SP-MIL [60]).
TABLE 8
Average running time of ten SOTA models.
Models CBCS [26] ESMG [50] CSHS [48] CODR [115]
Time (seconds) 0.3 1.2 102 35
Language Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab
Models UMLF [69] DIM‡ [55] CSMG‡ [92] CPD‡ [116]
Time (seconds) 87 25 3.2 0.016
Language Matlab Matlab Caffe PyTorch
Models EGNet‡ [110] Ours‡
Time (seconds) 0.034 2.3
Language PyTorch PyTorch
However, this does not necessarily mean that the current
datasets are not complex enough or using the SOD meth-
ods directly can obtain the good performances—the per-
formances of the SOD methods on the CoSOD datasets
are actually lower than those on the SOD datasets. For
example, EGNet achieves 0.937 and 0.943 Fβ scores on the
HKU-IS dataset [105] and ECSSD dataset [108], respectively.
However, it only obtains 0.786 and 0.702 Fβ scores on
the CoSal2015 and CoSOD3k datasets, respectively. Conse-
quently, the evaluation results reveal that many problems in
CoSOD are still under-studied and this makes the existing
CoSOD models less effective. In this section, we discuss four
important issues (i.e., scalability, stability, compatibility, and
metrics) that have not been fully addressed by the existing
co-salient object detection methods and should be studied
in the future. Finally, we discuss the weakness of the the
proposed CoEG-Net framework.
• Scalability. The scalability is one of the most impor-
tant issues that needs to be considered when designing
CoSOD algorithms. Specifically, it indicates the capability of
a CoSOD model of handling large-scale image scenes. As we
know, one key property of CoSOD is that the model needs
to consider multiple images from each group. However, in
reality, an image group may contain numerous related im-
ages. Under this circumstance, methods that do not consider
scalability would have huge computational costs and take a
very long time to run, making them unacceptable in practice
(e.g., CSHS-102s and UMLF-87s). Thus, how to address
the scalability issue, or how to reduce the computational
complexity caused by the number of images contained in an
image group, becomes a key problem in this field, especially
when applying CoSOD methods for real-world applications.
• Stability. Another important issue is the stability of
model. When dealing with image groups containing mul-
tiple images, some existing methods (e.g., HCNco [120],
PCSD [45], and IPCS [29]) divide the image group into
image pairs or image sub-groups (e.g., GD [64]). An-
other school of methods adopt the RNN-based model (e.g.,
GWD [96]), which involves assigning an order to the input
images. These strategies all make the overall training pro-
cess unstable as there is no principle way of dividing image
groups or assigning input order to related images. In other
words, when generating image sub-groups or assigning the
input orders following different strategies, the learning pro-
cedure produces different co-saliency detectors, and the test
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Fig. 12. Some challenge cases for our CoEG-Net.
results are also unstable. Consequently, this not only brings
difficulty for evaluating the performance of the learned co-
saliency detectors but also influences the application of the
co-salient object detection.
• Compatibility. Introducing SOD in CoSOD is a direct
yet effective strategy for building CoSOD framework as the
single image saliency can conduce to the co-saliency pat-
tern identification. However, most existing CoSOD works
only utilize the results or features of the SOD models as
useful information cues. The proposed CoEG-Net baseline
still follows this two-stage framework that spends more
inference time than the single SOD model. Although as
a preliminary attempt, we have also achieved the best
performance among the existing CoSOD models. From this
point of view, one further direction for leveraging the SOD
technique is to deeply combine a CNN-based SOD network
with a CoSOD model to build an end-to-end trainable
framework for detecting CoSOD directly. To achieve this
goal, one needs to consider the compatibility of the CoSOD
framework, making it convenient for integrating the existing
SOD techniques.
• Metrics. Current evaluation metrics for CoSOD are
designed in terms of SOD, i.e., they calculate the mean
of the SOD scores on each group directly. In contrast to
SOD, CoSOD involves relationship information between co-
salient objects of different images, which is more important
for CoSOD evaluation. For example, current CoSOD metrics
assume taht the target objects have similar sizes in all im-
ages. As the objects actually have different sizes in different
images, these metrics (Sα, Eφ, Fβ ,  in Sec. 5) would likely
be inclined to detecting large objects. Moreover, the current
CoSOD metrics are based towards detecting objects in a
single image, rather than identifying co-occurring objects
across multiple images. Thus, how to design suitable metrics
for CoSOD is an open issue.
• Weakness. Compared with the end-to-end CoSOD
detection frameworks that output binary predictions with
smoothed fine-structures, the prediction results of CoEG-
Net suffers from coarse boundaries, indicating that CoEG-
Net cannot finely preserve detailed shape information for
the co-salient objects. Some failed detection cases are shown
in Fig. 12.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive investi-
gation on the co-salient object detection (CoSOD) task. After
identifying the serious data bias in current dataset, which
assume that each image group contains salient object(s)
of similar visual appearance, we built a new high-quality
dataset, named CoSOD3k, containing co-salient object(s)
that are similar at a semantic or conceptual level. Notably,
CoSOD3k is the most challenging CoSOD dataset so far,
containing 160 groups and total of 3,316 images labeled
with category, bounding box, object-level, and instance-level
annotations. Our CoSOD3k dataset makes a significant leap
in terms of diversity, difficulty and scalability, benefiting
several related vision tasks, e.g., co-segmentation, weakly
supervised localization, and instance-level detection, and
their future development.
To creat an effective co-salient object detector, we inte-
grated existing SOD techniques to build a unified, train-
able CoSOD framework called CoEG-Net. Specifically, we
augmented our prior model EGNet with a co-attention
projection strategy to enable efficient common information
learning, improving the scalability and stability of the co-
salient object detection framework.
Besides, this paper has also provided a comprehensive
study by summarizing 34 cutting-edge algorithms, bench-
marking 16 of them over two classical datasets, as well as the
proposed CoSOD3k. By evaluating recent SOD and CoSOD
methods, this paper demonstrated that the SOD methods
are surprisingly better. This is an interesting finding that can
guide further investigation into better CoSOD algorithms.
We hope the studies presented in this work will give a
strong boost to the growth of the CoSOD community. In the
future, we plan to increase the dataset scale to spark more
novel ideas.
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Fig. 13. Objects from our CoSOD3k. The name of each sub-class can be found in Fig. 14.
ant antelope armadillo bear bee bird butterfly camel cattle centipede
dog domestic_cat dragonfly elephant fox frog giant_panda goldfish hamster hippopotamus
horse isopod jellyfish koala_bear ladybug lion lizard lobster monkey otter
person porcupine rabbit ray red_panda scorpion seal sheep skunk snail
snake squirrel starfish swine tick tiger turtle whale zebra baseball
basketball croquet_ball golf_ball rugby_ball soccer_ball tennis_ball face_powder hair_spray lipstick perfume
computer_keyboard computer_mouse electric_fan hair_dryer iPod lamp laptop remote_control tape_player bagel
hamburger pizza popsicle pretzel apple banana cucumber fig lemon orange
pineapple pomegranate strawberry banjo cello chime drum flute french_horn guitar
harmonica harp maraca oboe piano trumpet violin bowl frying_pan microwave
refrigerator salt_or_pepper_shaker spatula strainer toaster washer band_aid beaker bow_tie brassiere
cream cup_or_mug digital_clock milk_can pitcher soap_dispenser water_bottle wine_bottle baby_bed bench
binder bookshelf crutch dumbbell flower_pot hat_with_a_wide_brim pencil_box punching_bag purse rubber_eraser
sofa stethoscope syringe tie traffic_light axe bow can_opener chain_saw cocktail_shaker
hammer helmet nail power_drill screwdriver snowplow airplane bicycle bus car
cart golfcart motorcycle snowmobile train watercraft artichoke bell_pepper head_cabbage mushroom
Fig. 14. The 160 sub-classes of our CoSOD3k.
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Fig. 15. Examples of image groups from the existing datasets and the proposed CoSOD3k. Different from previous works (which are
appearance-aware or semantic-aware with simple backgrounds), the image groups contained in our CoSOD3k are semantic-aware
with complex backgrounds, small objects, multiple objects and various views.
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Fig. 16. Some passed and rejected cases (e.g., superfluous, absent, occlusion, precision) in our CoSOD3k.
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TABLE 9
Results of maximum F-measure [34] (Fβ ) for each sub-class in our CoSOD3k dataset (1/3).
Mid-Class/Sub-class CBCS CSHS ESMG CODR DIM UMLF IML CSMG CPD EGNet CoEGNet
[26] [48] [50] [115] [55] [69] [82] [92] [116] [110] (Ours)
Animal/ant 0.427 0.577 0.401 0.586 0.583 0.631 0.621 0.469 0.640 0.699 0.704
Animal/antelope 0.399 0.567 0.340 0.690 0.600 0.612 0.841 0.777 0.860 0.876 0.782
Animal/armadillo 0.410 0.447 0.460 0.555 0.489 0.748 0.876 0.868 0.905 0.918 0.918
Animal/bear 0.620 0.752 0.626 0.746 0.737 0.789 0.869 0.923 0.926 0.925 0.924
Animal/bee 0.204 0.466 0.402 0.516 0.289 0.640 0.372 0.359 0.457 0.530 0.537
Animal/bird 0.414 0.477 0.285 0.498 0.424 0.736 0.844 0.871 0.918 0.918 0.919
Animal/butterfly 0.495 0.651 0.493 0.679 0.642 0.798 0.828 0.853 0.920 0.928 0.921
Animal/camel 0.470 0.552 0.507 0.607 0.618 0.697 0.786 0.876 0.825 0.834 0.889
Animal/cattle 0.550 0.540 0.556 0.596 0.642 0.737 0.786 0.866 0.833 0.813 0.842
Animal/centipede 0.359 0.410 0.217 0.505 0.455 0.525 0.602 0.541 0.626 0.614 0.580
Animal/dog 0.553 0.610 0.486 0.610 0.631 0.753 0.843 0.897 0.874 0.863 0.914
Animal/domestic cat 0.503 0.537 0.406 0.626 0.450 0.767 0.716 0.811 0.812 0.790 0.825
Animal/dragonfly 0.301 0.412 0.278 0.603 0.494 0.642 0.608 0.611 0.683 0.731 0.522
Animal/elephant 0.484 0.701 0.553 0.725 0.561 0.799 0.899 0.910 0.910 0.889 0.914
Animal/fox 0.540 0.630 0.519 0.711 0.582 0.783 0.908 0.913 0.938 0.941 0.926
Animal/frog 0.547 0.574 0.452 0.633 0.588 0.732 0.822 0.800 0.863 0.859 0.832
Animal/giant panda 0.474 0.600 0.458 0.685 0.580 0.707 0.735 0.901 0.829 0.879 0.858
Animal/goldfish 0.654 0.732 0.620 0.717 0.619 0.639 0.786 0.772 0.776 0.786 0.778
Animal/hamster 0.410 0.594 0.597 0.660 0.564 0.808 0.726 0.710 0.767 0.796 0.745
Animal/hippopotamus 0.452 0.626 0.484 0.727 0.637 0.726 0.793 0.884 0.903 0.893 0.900
Animal/horse 0.441 0.493 0.396 0.586 0.493 0.661 0.747 0.861 0.788 0.770 0.815
Animal/isopod 0.572 0.489 0.398 0.560 0.590 0.634 0.733 0.780 0.781 0.808 0.786
Animal/jellyfish 0.634 0.633 0.528 0.743 0.589 0.632 0.788 0.741 0.766 0.787 0.759
Animal/koala bear 0.425 0.377 0.520 0.766 0.485 0.827 0.736 0.884 0.890 0.885 0.881
Animal/ladybug 0.621 0.622 0.506 0.773 0.721 0.777 0.828 0.719 0.840 0.862 0.850
Animal/lion 0.636 0.662 0.628 0.657 0.682 0.837 0.898 0.935 0.948 0.935 0.932
Animal/lizard 0.383 0.422 0.300 0.483 0.443 0.569 0.686 0.771 0.800 0.849 0.753
Animal/lobster 0.558 0.608 0.739 0.570 0.599 0.667 0.626 0.670 0.628 0.559 0.653
Animal/monkey 0.577 0.598 0.492 0.667 0.611 0.773 0.851 0.894 0.899 0.912 0.906
Animal/otter 0.518 0.559 0.460 0.625 0.572 0.770 0.845 0.891 0.914 0.892 0.897
Animal/person 0.479 0.487 0.421 0.525 0.429 0.638 0.611 0.770 0.708 0.736 0.829
Animal/porcupine 0.579 0.554 0.547 0.702 0.610 0.830 0.836 0.882 0.876 0.890 0.891
Animal/rabbit 0.699 0.675 0.731 0.691 0.663 0.813 0.899 0.907 0.906 0.908 0.913
Animal/ray 0.558 0.628 0.401 0.633 0.501 0.763 0.845 0.861 0.903 0.880 0.873
Animal/red panda 0.657 0.507 0.587 0.669 0.687 0.711 0.798 0.881 0.874 0.861 0.875
Animal/scorpion 0.474 0.549 0.373 0.615 0.475 0.624 0.668 0.672 0.720 0.752 0.697
Animal/seal 0.508 0.615 0.559 0.661 0.600 0.711 0.820 0.878 0.890 0.858 0.887
Animal/sheep 0.574 0.699 0.461 0.758 0.606 0.753 0.893 0.892 0.915 0.926 0.916
Animal/skunk 0.637 0.700 0.610 0.731 0.592 0.780 0.737 0.859 0.831 0.847 0.859
Animal/snail 0.558 0.666 0.587 0.736 0.696 0.819 0.810 0.812 0.882 0.872 0.883
Animal/snake 0.326 0.426 0.306 0.478 0.337 0.492 0.615 0.660 0.775 0.807 0.671
Animal/squirrel 0.381 0.514 0.418 0.566 0.442 0.735 0.720 0.851 0.850 0.885 0.889
Animal/starfish 0.651 0.661 0.421 0.634 0.619 0.699 0.849 0.785 0.826 0.861 0.836
Animal/swine 0.558 0.663 0.539 0.754 0.613 0.796 0.890 0.935 0.953 0.944 0.911
Animal/tick 0.626 0.714 0.511 0.695 0.678 0.759 0.835 0.750 0.876 0.863 0.823
Animal/tiger 0.582 0.635 0.570 0.673 0.624 0.745 0.868 0.890 0.904 0.884 0.896
Animal/turtle 0.468 0.578 0.442 0.595 0.527 0.725 0.821 0.814 0.893 0.864 0.874
Animal/whale 0.586 0.680 0.554 0.757 0.691 0.684 0.780 0.834 0.897 0.920 0.819
Animal/zebra 0.504 0.669 0.527 0.744 0.611 0.716 0.827 0.885 0.892 0.875 0.914
Ball/baseball 0.337 0.383 0.277 0.430 0.422 0.389 0.517 0.539 0.530 0.542 0.569
Ball/basketball 0.261 0.226 0.203 0.220 0.291 0.310 0.283 0.478 0.211 0.227 0.502
Ball/croquet ball 0.471 0.308 0.136 0.281 0.317 0.472 0.485 0.575 0.526 0.547 0.625
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TABLE 10
Results of maximum F-measure [34] (Fβ ) for each sub-class in our CoSOD3k dataset (2/3).
Sub-class CBCS CSHS ESMG CODR DIM UMLF IML CSMG CPD EGNet CoEGNet
[26] [48] [50] [115] [55] [69] [82] [92] [116] [110] (Ours)
Ball/golf ball 0.553 0.702 0.530 0.732 0.614 0.884 0.864 0.921 0.886 0.911 0.920
Ball/rugby ball 0.336 0.412 0.371 0.418 0.371 0.649 0.484 0.681 0.505 0.513 0.748
Ball/soccer ball 0.382 0.382 0.285 0.425 0.352 0.576 0.451 0.780 0.455 0.459 0.698
Ball/tennis ball 0.550 0.145 0.130 0.212 0.324 0.432 0.410 0.475 0.393 0.400 0.515
Cosm/face powder 0.558 0.649 0.526 0.606 0.573 0.744 0.688 0.704 0.712 0.687 0.718
Cosm/hair spray 0.472 0.427 0.290 0.467 0.465 0.533 0.527 0.630 0.632 0.627 0.709
Cosm/lipstick 0.529 0.549 0.481 0.563 0.588 0.567 0.662 0.676 0.725 0.757 0.724
Cosm/perfume 0.422 0.440 0.396 0.457 0.278 0.527 0.580 0.681 0.548 0.545 0.674
Elec/computer keyboard 0.451 0.556 0.569 0.577 0.468 0.611 0.441 0.880 0.468 0.522 0.735
Elec/computer mouse 0.309 0.323 0.269 0.349 0.263 0.548 0.493 0.749 0.639 0.643 0.816
Elec/electric fan 0.543 0.593 0.540 0.701 0.621 0.794 0.843 0.873 0.880 0.866 0.841
Elec/hair dryer 0.360 0.325 0.208 0.358 0.326 0.522 0.448 0.626 0.459 0.475 0.719
Elec/iPod 0.662 0.656 0.495 0.717 0.645 0.755 0.780 0.813 0.881 0.864 0.883
Elec/lamp 0.581 0.519 0.440 0.499 0.469 0.547 0.669 0.566 0.708 0.736 0.724
Elec/laptop 0.485 0.515 0.417 0.343 0.534 0.507 0.504 0.822 0.592 0.599 0.646
Elec/remote control 0.462 0.595 0.566 0.589 0.493 0.636 0.640 0.759 0.663 0.689 0.836
Elec/tape player 0.684 0.780 0.693 0.817 0.749 0.848 0.839 0.892 0.891 0.864 0.898
Food/bagel 0.662 0.646 0.799 0.765 0.809 0.886 0.763 0.948 0.809 0.830 0.899
Food/hamburger 0.561 0.692 0.636 0.714 0.641 0.874 0.747 0.899 0.824 0.844 0.860
Food/pizza 0.690 0.725 0.731 0.789 0.772 0.854 0.776 0.927 0.829 0.805 0.882
Food/popsicle 0.503 0.320 0.187 0.270 0.410 0.492 0.451 0.562 0.364 0.386 0.620
Food/pretzel 0.592 0.605 0.628 0.643 0.677 0.706 0.687 0.825 0.774 0.801 0.844
Fruit/apple 0.853 0.782 0.860 0.832 0.825 0.862 0.823 0.952 0.889 0.880 0.910
Fruit/banana 0.648 0.516 0.689 0.576 0.680 0.695 0.674 0.829 0.671 0.696 0.739
Fruit/cucumber 0.481 0.611 0.603 0.540 0.418 0.665 0.601 0.717 0.584 0.532 0.603
Fruit/fig 0.675 0.733 0.558 0.780 0.657 0.783 0.908 0.919 0.948 0.939 0.935
Fruit/lemon 0.740 0.770 0.801 0.807 0.856 0.695 0.790 0.863 0.871 0.848 0.933
Fruit/orange 0.856 0.848 0.825 0.891 0.893 0.944 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.939 0.964
Fruit/pineapple 0.432 0.408 0.402 0.468 0.519 0.590 0.679 0.674 0.692 0.708 0.781
Fruit/pomegranate 0.709 0.687 0.542 0.721 0.806 0.860 0.818 0.880 0.846 0.895 0.889
Fruit/strawberry 0.739 0.687 0.714 0.769 0.689 0.674 0.594 0.624 0.530 0.529 0.552
Inst/banjo 0.282 0.299 0.278 0.310 0.269 0.493 0.401 0.474 0.354 0.340 0.485
Inst/cello 0.464 0.399 0.499 0.386 0.485 0.378 0.479 0.561 0.376 0.464 0.636
Inst/chime 0.320 0.385 0.302 0.482 0.335 0.661 0.602 0.690 0.704 0.740 0.721
Inst/drum 0.447 0.466 0.463 0.419 0.508 0.527 0.580 0.655 0.488 0.489 0.582
Inst/flute 0.156 0.160 0.147 0.247 0.145 0.235 0.134 0.178 0.121 0.145 0.234
Inst/french horn 0.612 0.469 0.585 0.570 0.736 0.794 0.823 0.852 0.642 0.694 0.836
Inst/guitar 0.438 0.399 0.274 0.451 0.515 0.623 0.613 0.486 0.505 0.535 0.645
Inst/harmonica 0.351 0.487 0.383 0.476 0.383 0.592 0.459 0.653 0.487 0.459 0.702
Inst/harp 0.547 0.611 0.610 0.629 0.531 0.660 0.574 0.600 0.541 0.523 0.620
Inst/maraca 0.705 0.724 0.634 0.766 0.700 0.746 0.826 0.814 0.843 0.841 0.798
Inst/oboe 0.364 0.375 0.379 0.402 0.373 0.361 0.415 0.432 0.429 0.409 0.603
Inst/piano 0.693 0.754 0.668 0.660 0.766 0.671 0.893 0.762 0.823 0.781 0.889
Inst/trumpet 0.242 0.407 0.220 0.319 0.363 0.449 0.476 0.368 0.391 0.417 0.444
Inst/violin 0.557 0.726 0.605 0.542 0.758 0.634 0.580 0.738 0.551 0.527 0.800
Kitch/bowl 0.700 0.608 0.449 0.695 0.531 0.873 0.904 0.964 0.919 0.920 0.983
Kitch/frying pan 0.595 0.529 0.577 0.605 0.622 0.648 0.792 0.805 0.780 0.752 0.597
Kitch/microwave 0.461 0.533 0.390 0.412 0.379 0.634 0.455 0.881 0.653 0.669 0.910
Kitch/refrigerator 0.265 0.288 0.276 0.306 0.260 0.491 0.309 0.899 0.490 0.484 0.549
Kitch/salt or pepper shaker 0.725 0.734 0.583 0.792 0.638 0.822 0.910 0.869 0.930 0.921 0.926
Kitch/spatula 0.572 0.621 0.637 0.574 0.508 0.540 0.741 0.692 0.749 0.794 0.801
Kitch/strainer 0.404 0.556 0.439 0.607 0.522 0.698 0.742 0.557 0.651 0.666 0.660
Kitch/toaster 0.580 0.671 0.559 0.658 0.652 0.766 0.801 0.863 0.880 0.847 0.885
Kitch/washer 0.448 0.477 0.476 0.607 0.548 0.735 0.586 0.723 0.805 0.830 0.814
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TABLE 11
Results of maximum F-measure (Fβ ) for each sub-class in our CoSOD3k dataset (3/3).
Sub-class CBCS CSHS ESMG CODR DIM UMLF IML CSMG CPD EGNet CoEGNet
[26] [48] [50] [115] [55] [69] [82] [92] [116] [110] (Ours)
Nece/band aid 0.372 0.290 0.232 0.371 0.401 0.449 0.461 0.374 0.467 0.468 0.513
Nece/beaker 0.392 0.443 0.364 0.458 0.402 0.717 0.636 0.726 0.727 0.756 0.717
Nece/bow tie 0.174 0.226 0.113 0.143 0.125 0.527 0.160 0.150 0.199 0.238 0.313
Nece/brassiere 0.512 0.349 0.321 0.396 0.444 0.551 0.471 0.423 0.392 0.400 0.489
Nece/cream 0.661 0.597 0.540 0.674 0.644 0.789 0.781 0.848 0.836 0.848 0.926
Nece/cup or mug 0.455 0.504 0.375 0.521 0.419 0.752 0.648 0.714 0.757 0.725 0.768
Nece/digital clock 0.712 0.720 0.665 0.702 0.662 0.841 0.717 0.869 0.797 0.847 0.802
Nece/milk can 0.553 0.666 0.524 0.518 0.490 0.799 0.784 0.876 0.897 0.880 0.896
Nece/pitcher 0.528 0.560 0.412 0.592 0.538 0.741 0.782 0.861 0.848 0.828 0.856
Nece/soap dispenser 0.603 0.531 0.437 0.571 0.590 0.742 0.685 0.681 0.713 0.717 0.705
Nece/water bottle 0.497 0.391 0.327 0.483 0.491 0.623 0.647 0.785 0.703 0.759 0.829
Nece/wine bottle 0.429 0.476 0.383 0.594 0.491 0.703 0.635 0.734 0.767 0.753 0.710
Other/baby bed 0.427 0.510 0.434 0.579 0.545 0.731 0.704 0.812 0.670 0.682 0.703
Other/bench 0.313 0.421 0.286 0.501 0.306 0.553 0.498 0.722 0.582 0.564 0.618
Other/binder 0.660 0.709 0.546 0.626 0.676 0.603 0.683 0.697 0.673 0.772 0.603
Other/bookshelf 0.484 0.529 0.491 0.643 0.529 0.714 0.572 0.596 0.570 0.594 0.539
Other/crutch 0.174 0.252 0.155 0.302 0.155 0.233 0.331 0.240 0.400 0.434 0.411
Other/dumbbell 0.188 0.220 0.224 0.283 0.253 0.342 0.299 0.338 0.279 0.286 0.415
Other/flower pot 0.364 0.433 0.362 0.397 0.530 0.552 0.428 0.576 0.490 0.469 0.550
Other/hat with a wide brim 0.328 0.344 0.241 0.337 0.386 0.566 0.475 0.446 0.419 0.412 0.493
Other/pencil box 0.781 0.869 0.791 0.892 0.800 0.887 0.858 0.828 0.952 0.937 0.866
Other/punching bag 0.429 0.332 0.406 0.509 0.331 0.625 0.574 0.766 0.721 0.732 0.873
Other/purse 0.748 0.636 0.537 0.782 0.649 0.770 0.808 0.852 0.860 0.857 0.829
Other/rubber eraser 0.412 0.397 0.370 0.394 0.430 0.495 0.544 0.516 0.485 0.558 0.676
Other/sofa 0.476 0.403 0.483 0.390 0.441 0.581 0.662 0.921 0.666 0.645 0.702
Other/stethoscope 0.306 0.419 0.286 0.280 0.428 0.183 0.315 0.264 0.298 0.318 0.404
Other/syringe 0.180 0.327 0.139 0.282 0.219 0.307 0.351 0.476 0.386 0.414 0.605
Other/tie 0.241 0.142 0.149 0.201 0.219 0.446 0.264 0.274 0.300 0.322 0.366
Other/traffic light 0.430 0.425 0.399 0.633 0.466 0.522 0.500 0.669 0.648 0.668 0.670
Tool/axe 0.245 0.218 0.196 0.266 0.228 0.352 0.334 0.449 0.379 0.387 0.474
Tool/bow 0.281 0.304 0.297 0.303 0.276 0.173 0.220 0.258 0.351 0.305 0.220
Tool/can opener 0.716 0.771 0.659 0.781 0.699 0.759 0.806 0.828 0.864 0.867 0.820
Tool/chain saw 0.475 0.428 0.406 0.380 0.518 0.599 0.435 0.539 0.469 0.422 0.711
Tool/cocktail shaker 0.555 0.724 0.536 0.780 0.601 0.767 0.782 0.822 0.834 0.834 0.865
Tool/hammer 0.355 0.341 0.320 0.498 0.449 0.361 0.533 0.477 0.611 0.592 0.591
Tool/helmet 0.199 0.208 0.188 0.200 0.247 0.392 0.407 0.199 0.322 0.326 0.260
Tool/nail 0.200 0.451 0.140 0.361 0.443 0.444 0.598 0.417 0.739 0.755 0.624
Tool/power drill 0.441 0.508 0.341 0.452 0.451 0.600 0.547 0.627 0.549 0.634 0.760
Tool/screwdriver 0.313 0.306 0.189 0.281 0.249 0.326 0.361 0.476 0.377 0.455 0.733
Tool/snowplow 0.624 0.645 0.432 0.625 0.694 0.735 0.841 0.861 0.882 0.878 0.856
Traf/airplane 0.566 0.564 0.485 0.657 0.523 0.640 0.859 0.862 0.913 0.906 0.872
Traf/bicycle 0.257 0.354 0.292 0.452 0.339 0.559 0.421 0.674 0.523 0.505 0.630
Traf/bus 0.587 0.608 0.456 0.705 0.659 0.832 0.842 0.942 0.907 0.890 0.910
Traf/car 0.504 0.590 0.351 0.622 0.590 0.720 0.860 0.901 0.910 0.929 0.932
Traf/cart 0.380 0.326 0.390 0.361 0.505 0.695 0.510 0.524 0.563 0.530 0.475
Traf/golfcart 0.337 0.513 0.461 0.589 0.541 0.812 0.786 0.840 0.877 0.855 0.859
Traf/motorcycle 0.477 0.530 0.502 0.596 0.518 0.713 0.698 0.837 0.789 0.768 0.802
Traf/snowmobile 0.472 0.477 0.387 0.464 0.483 0.737 0.646 0.698 0.758 0.749 0.739
Traf/train 0.508 0.597 0.569 0.614 0.546 0.822 0.801 0.949 0.828 0.817 0.906
Traf/watercraft 0.542 0.593 0.505 0.643 0.547 0.648 0.795 0.813 0.799 0.811 0.855
Vege/artichoke 0.687 0.681 0.598 0.633 0.692 0.782 0.846 0.763 0.847 0.848 0.839
Vege/bell pepper 0.622 0.455 0.390 0.547 0.535 0.747 0.758 0.805 0.820 0.816 0.714
Vege/head cabbage 0.720 0.645 0.647 0.784 0.747 0.743 0.856 0.800 0.789 0.847 0.794
Vege/mushroom 0.745 0.764 0.665 0.784 0.783 0.854 0.904 0.908 0.912 0.926 0.874
Overall 0.466 0.484 0.418 0.530 0.495 0.639 0.652 0.709 0.699 0.702 0.736
Ranking 10 9 11 7 8 6 5 2 4 3 1
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Fig. 17. Visualization of overlap masks for 160 mixture-specific categories (1/2).
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Fig. 18. Visualization of overlap masks for 160 mixture-specific categories (2/2).
